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INTRODUCTION

Accessibility researchers and practitioners are increasingly engaging with people with disabilities to design
appropriate, inclusive, and accessible technologies [2,11,66]. However, differences between researchers and their
participants, such as background, social status, technical expertise, and perceived abilities, make it difficult for
participants to provide critical feedback on new designs and interventions. This tendency of participants to share
feedback that deviates from the “correct, honest, and accurate response” [26] is called response bias. Prior research
has shown high levels of response bias in studies with marginalized communities where participants provided
researchers feedback to please them or help achieve their research goals [18]. If unaddressed, response bias can

result in misleading findings or unusable technologies that inadvertently harm the very users or communities
researchers intend to serve [16,18,60,62].
Response bias is concerning when conducting studies with people with disabilities because it can be exacerbated
by methodology and power differentials. The study design for research in accessibility, including specialized
consent processes, communication methods, and recruitment, could amplify response bias [5]. In addition, power
dynamics can be influenced by the lack of representation of people with disabilities as researchers due to systematic
exclusion [66]. Despite the importance of studying response bias in accessibility research, there is only one study
that substantially engages both topics. Trewin et al. 2015 showed that compared to typical student participants,
participants with visual impairment gave higher ratings that masked usability issues [60].
We conducted semi-structured interviews with 27 accessibility researchers to understand how response bias
manifested in their studies and how they mitigated it. In particular, we investigated what response bias meant to
these researchers, how it has shown up in their research, what practices they used to handle it, and whether it
influenced their outcomes. Although many of the researchers were initially unsure about the definition of response
bias, they were able to pinpoint many instances where they noticed biases in their participants’ responses. Their
discussions presented a more nuanced understanding of response bias in accessibility beyond simple
manifestations and mitigations.
These anecdotes of how the accessibility researchers experienced and handled response bias were influenced by
participant-researcher dynamics, the participant’s view of their identity and abilities, and the broader context of
accessibility technology. Some of the researchers shared instances that aligned with “classic” definitions of response
bias from the literature, like when participants gave responses that supported the researchers’ goals (i.e. demand
characteristics [52]) or did not offend them (i.e., social desirability bias [26]) to encourage the researchers to “help”
people with disabilities. This effect of the “charity model of disability” [27] also influenced how the researchers
asked and interpreted questions (i.e., researcher bias [3,23]), extending the discussion to other biases beyond
“classic” response bias. The researchers also shared strategies they used to mitigate response bias, including
learning from the disability community to develop appropriate communication methods and practice relevant
etiquette. However, the researchers did not always want to mitigate response bias — in some cases they leveraged
it to understand the diversity of their participants’ experiences or question their own roles in structural oppression.
Drawing on these findings, we synthesize key takeaways in the form of guidelines for accessibility researchers
on how to engage with response bias when working with participants with disabilities. We make the following
contributions to the accessibility community and the conversation around response bias:
●
●
●

Observations and practices specifically from accessibility technology, how response bias shows up
due to unique power dynamics and methodological considerations.
Interactions of response bias with other biases, how sampling bias and researcher bias could reinforce
response bias to influence participants’ responses.
Perceptions and tensions around response bias, the researchers’ philosophies on how they decide
whether to accept or address response bias.

2 RELATED WORK
Response bias is a growing concern specifically within accessibility research due to specialized methodology and
unique power differentials. After conducting a literature search1 on response bias and accessibility, we found only
one study that looked at positive bias in Likert scale questions with participants with visual impairment [60]. Due
to this gap, we incorporate literature about response bias across many disciplines, including foundational research
in psychology [26,50,52,53] and implementations in HCI [10,18,65].

We conducted a literature search using the ACM Digital Library in ASSETS (1994-2020), CHI (1981-2020), and
CSCW (1986-2020) Proceedings.
1
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2.1 Types of Response Bias
Response bias has been defined as “a systematic tendency to respond to a range of questionnaire items on some
basis other than the specific item content” [53]. This “basis” [53] can include a wide range of phenomena, including
study design and participant-researcher dynamics. We use the “classic” definition of response bias from the
literature to indicate ways in which participant responses can be directly impacted (see Table 1).
Table 1: Select List of Biases That Can Impact Participants’ Responses
“Classic” Response Bias
Study Design
● Study Fatigue
● Task Completion Bias
● Incentive Bias
● Novelty Bias
Halo Effect
Legacy Bias
Unfamiliar Content
● In lab vs. In wild
● Extreme Responding

Other Biases

Participant-Researcher Dynamics
● Demand Characteristic
● Social Desirability Bias
Impression Management
● Acquiescence Bias
Agreement Bias
● Observer Effect
Hawthorne Effect
● Study Fatigue

● Selection Bias
Sampling Bias
Sample Selection Bias
Participation Bias
● Researcher Bias

Study Design. One way study design could affect participants’ responses is through study fatigue [57], where
participants are burdened by the length of the survey, density of information, or consecutive participation [54,59].
Study design also includes task completion bias, where participants feel more inclined to finish the tasks that they
are assigned [39] or incentive bias where participants may give more positive feedback to get compensation [32,58].
Moreover, participants in technology-based studies might experience a novelty bias or halo effect, inflating feedback
because they are simply excited to try something new [8,46].
The type of study also influences participants’ responses. Participants may respond differently if the study is
conducted “in the lab” or “in the wild” [10] because it changes how comfortable participants feel or how realistic
their responses may be. Quantitative and qualitative research also have different biases. For example, in surveybased research, researchers found that participants with disabilities tend towards extreme-responding [26] and
gave ratings that were more positive and less correlated with objective metrics [60]. In interview-based research,
participant-researcher dynamics may influence responses [20,35,41].
Participant-Researcher Dynamics. Prior research has found that the “social distance” between researchers and
participants strongly influence response bias [19,38]. For example, a study showed that participants were more
likely to give overly positive responses to a foreign researcher than to a local one because of the large differences
in social and demographic factors, even if the participants themselves were not consciously doing so [18]. Types of
response bias affected by “social distance” include demand characteristics, when research participants want to be a
“good participant” and support what they perceive are the researchers’ goals and hypotheses [52]; social desirability
bias or impression management, where participants respond in a way that either projects the image of themselves
as a “good person” to the researcher or maintains their own view of themselves as “good” [22,50]; and acquiescence
bias, where the participant tries to be as accommodating and helpful to the researcher as possible even if it is not
their honest opinion [26]. The literal “distance” between the participant and the researcher can also influence their
actions and responses, like with the observer effect, where the participant may act differently because they know
the researcher is watching [36,48].
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We contribute to this body of literature by highlighting how response bias from study design and participantresearcher dynamics shows up in accessibility research settings. Moreover, we link previously disconnected
literature about other limitations and biases that might influence responses, like researcher bias [3,24] and sampling
bias [25,31,67].
2.2 Handling Response Bias
Psychology research pioneered strategies that reduced the “expected risks and losses” for answering truthfully to
address response bias, especially social desirability bias [50]. This included distancing the participant from their
answer (i.e., randomized/anonymous answers), decreasing concerns in admitting a taboo (i.e., confidentiality
assurances), or heightening the subjective benefit of telling the truth [40]. HCI researchers have used social proofing,
which reduced expected risk by demonstrating the participants’ responses were similar to their peers [62]. Another
example is the adaptation of indirect questioning [21] into role playing, allowing the participants to answer as
someone else [14,47]. There was also the use of the list experiment, where participants obscure their exact
responses by reporting the number of options they select from a list [1].
Another mitigation strategy is pinpointing when response bias is happening and contextualizing it. Researchers
have used tools like the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI), the Response Bias Scale (RBS), and
the Lie scale [27] to assess consistent individual differences in response styles [53]. In HCI, researchers have used
a response bias index to test the accuracy of formulas [12]. Identifying response bias could also include triangulation
or taking multiple measurements to find where participants contradict themselves [28,61]. Other examples in HCI
research include taking additional measurements like mouse movements [33,65] or piloting protocols or
prototypes [7].
Adjusting the “distance” between the participants and the researchers could also reduce the potential for
response bias. Some studies combatted observer bias with online surveys [17] or social desirability bias with an
animated interviewer [37]. Others increased the participants' familiarity with the researcher and the experiment
by introducing participants to the technology ahead of time [49], maintained longer-term interactions with the
participants [6], or conducted the study in a location where participants are comfortable [10]. These strategies
could build rapport between participants and researchers and reduce the social gap between them.
Handling response bias could also involve the researcher being critical about their own perspective and how it
influences the way the study is run. Even a double-blind study used to mitigate the placebo effect [30,51] carries the
implication that the researchers’ mindset can influence the way in which they conduct the study and, thus, the
participants’ responses. One approach is to interview the investigator [15],questioning and contextualizing their
own biases. Another is to embrace the presence of response bias and to adjust the focus of the study accordingly.
For example, the existence of demand characteristics could indicate the need to focus more on how participants use
technology rather than whether the participants would use it [10].
Our paper builds upon this literature by highlighting accessibility researchers’ experiences addressing response
bias when working with people with disabilities. Moreover, the researchers we interviewed also shared reflections
on some of their considerations and tradeoffs for whether they handled response bias in the first place.
3 METHODS
The purpose of this study is to understand how accessibility researchers see response bias manifest in their studies
and the steps they take to mitigate its effects. We conducted semi-structured interviews with researchers who have
directly interacted with participants with disabilities. We use the term “researchers” to refer to the researchers we
interviewed and “participants” to refer to the participants in those researchers’ studies.
3.1 Researchers We Interviewed
We recruited accessibility researchers using a variety of sampling methods: snowball sampling, convenience
sampling (i.e., posting on social media and listservs), and inconvenience sampling (i.e., direct emailing) [55]. We
interviewed a total of 28 researchers; however, one did not self-identify as an HCI or UX researcher and the
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interview was dropped from analysis. The 27 researchers we interviewed came from a variety of backgrounds and
experiences (see Table 2). A majority of the researchers conducted research in the US, except for two who conducted
research in Ireland and India. While we did not explicitly ask for specific demographic information, some
researchers shared how their personal identities shaped their role as a researcher, identifying themselves as having
disabilities (n=6), being part of the LGBTQIA+ community (n=3), or being part of a racial or ethnic minority (n=3).
Table 2: Summary of Researchers’ Background
Category

Description

Position/Role

Doctoral students (n=5)
Post-doctoral researchers (n=2)
Professors (n=11)
Industry researchers (n=7)
Other (i.e., retired or industry and academic professional) (n=2)

Background/Fields (keywords)

human computer interaction, computer science, information science,
psychology, behavioral science, public health, clinical studies, critical disability
studies, disability justice

Populations They Worked with
(note: not mutually exclusive per
researcher, terminology from the
researchers themselves and [5])

Blind or visually impaired (n=18)
Mobility-related disability (n=8)
Deaf or hard of hearing (n=8)
Learning/cognitive disability or neurodivergent (n=11)
Mental health condition (n=3)
Older adults (n=2)
Multiple disability (i.e., deaf-blind) (n=3)

Methods (keywords)

usability studies, mixed methods, contextual inquiry, interviews, field
observation, qualitative, quantitative, participatory design, ethnomethodologies,
exploratory, evaluation/audits, formative needs assessment, summative
evaluation, experiments, biometrics, think-aloud, cognitive walkthrough

3.2 Procedure
We conducted single-session, semi-structured interviews, which lasted 60-90 minutes. All interviews were
conducted over Zoom or Google Meet. Two authors attended most of the interviews and one facilitated the
interview while the other took notes. Each interview began with an introduction and questions about the
researchers’ background, the methodologies used, and the populations they have worked with. Then, we talked
about response bias in three parts:
1.

2.

3.

Defining response bias. We asked the researchers what response bias meant to them. If they struggled
with the term, we shared our working definition: “when a participant's responses are influenced by other
factors such as the relationship/interactions between the researcher and participant.” Our intentionally
vague definition allowed us to gauge the researcher’s interpretation of response bias and build a shared
vocabulary.
Recalling past studies. We asked the researchers to recall the last time they conducted a study that
involved direct interaction with participants with disabilities (including remote studies). We inquired
about their study purpose and design, asked specific questions tying their experiences to response bias
(e.g., “How did response bias show up in your research, if at all?”, “What did you do about it?”) and used
follow-up questions to probe into the researcher’s experience.
Reflecting on response bias broadly. We encouraged researchers to reflect broadly on their thoughts
and questions around response bias and how it influenced their study design. Example of questions
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included: Does response bias affect outcomes? Have you talked about response bias before? What other
questions do you have about response bias?
3.3 Data Analysis
All interviews were recorded through the video conferencing software, processed through an automated system
(i.e., Zoom transcription or Otter.ai), and validated by two of the authors. After data collection, these two authors
individually coded the same interview using inductive thematic coding [9] and then came together to discuss
discrepancies. We avoided using any pre-supposed codes and instead let the codes emerge from our data [13]. We
continued to code separately and came together after each interview until we had reached intercoder reliability
[45] (i.e., 70% alignment in codes) and codebook stabilization (i.e., new codes accounted for fewer than 10% of our
total codes). The coders then re-coded earlier interviews and independently coded the remaining 16 interviews. At
the end of the coding process, there were 167 codes (e.g., “leveraging response bias”) in 34 broad categories (e.g.,
“philosophy of response bias”). The two coders affinity diagrammed the codes on Miro, iterating on code groupings
and extrapolating themes (e.g., “response bias is everywhere so you have to accept it to some degree”). Then we reevaluated our emerging themes into the 7 core themes discussed in our findings.
3.4 Positionality
Our team includes authors with rich experience of working with people with disabilities and an author with lived
experience of disability. We carefully considered the potential impacts of response bias on our own study. We
recruited a diverse set of researchers to interview and created a procedure that focused on concrete examples and
avoided overly general responses that may be biased. Moreover, as the first two authors are new to the field and do
not have lived experience with disability, we maintained a posture of learning during the interview and the analysis.
As fresh eyes to a growth process that has long been in-progress even before our contributions, we hope to
encourage further acknowledgement of response bias by sharing stories from the researchers within accessibility
research back to the academic community.
4

FINDINGS

Our interviews revealed how the researchers understood response bias in conjunction with other biases and how
they considered whether to accept response bias or use strategies to address it.
4.1 Understanding Response Bias
Although some of the researchers were initially unsure of how to define response bias, all were able to pinpoint
specific examples where they may have encountered it. Several expressed interest in learning more about response
bias, noting that the interview was generative and helped them reflect on their own work. They described factors
that directly (classic response bias) and indirectly (other biases) affected responses.
4.1.1

Classic Response Bias

The researchers in our study referred to response bias as a “systematic skew in responses” (R8), attributing it to
different factors: participant-researcher dynamics, participants’ view of self, and context of accessibility technology.
Participant-Researcher Dynamics. Similar to previous literature on the influence of power dynamics [18,37], the
researchers we interviewed reported that trust and rapport between the researchers and participants influenced
the openness and honesty of their participants. The researchers spoke about building trust through a shared
identity or knowledge and felt that participants often gave more truthful responses when they had more in common
with them. One researcher with a disability, R4, even found the comfort to be bidirectional and said, “[if] I know I’m
about to go to talk to a disabled person…I just feel more comfortable.” This level of comfort was extended to other
intersectional, marginalized identities. R6 noticed that their participants with disabilities more consistently pointed
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out the rainbow dinosaur pin on their lanyard than other participants, hypothesizing that the participants felt more
comfortable since this pin signaled that R6 was part of another marginalized community, the queer community.
The researchers who did not have a shared marginalized identity connected with their participants through
“disability culture knowledge” (R7) which included accessibility etiquette. R16 emphasized the importance of
accessibility etiquette and how it set the tone of the study:
“It goes back to [the] point earlier of making the user feel comfortable. If you [(the user)] go in and your...first
experience is that you can’t get through the door because it’s inaccessible because you happen to be in a
wheelchair, you’re immediately [going to be like] okay, what else about this is not going to be...for me.” (R16)
The prior engagements participants had with the researcher reduced some forms of response bias and
exacerbated others. Several of the researchers struggled to recruit people with disabilities for their research studies
and invited participants from the same set of people (e.g., friends, prior participants). The researchers explained
that repeat participants had less of a novelty or halo effect, responding quickly with more elaborate and structured
feedback. On the other hand, a pre-existing relationship with participants could exacerbate social desirability bias,
since there is a “danger that they don’t actually want to offend...because they feel they’re actually being negative
towards you, not the software” (R16). Some of the researchers who recruited using their own networks worried that
their friends would actively support their project and give only positive feedback. R9 preferred not to recruit friends
who are already “shaping how each other sees the world,” but R7 saw this as part of an “on-going dialogue” about
each other and their disabilities.
Feelings of coercion during the study also caused participants to say what they felt the researcher or other people
in the room wanted to hear. For example, participants who were brought to their study by parents or recruited
through an organization experienced the observer effect. R9 described the impact of the external pressure to
participate on the children with autism they worked with:
“There’s this gray area of like assent where...their mommies and daddies brought them here. So, they’re doing it
and you can tell like maybe they would rather not. But at the same time...they’re still talking to you. So, it’s weird.”
(R9)
Participants’ sense of obligation to complete the study also resulted in biased responses. A few of the researchers
mentioned instances where participants still insisted on trying to complete the task even when the technology was
broken. Even though the researchers tried to be clear, some participants thought completion was a requirement
and those who did not finish “felt like they didn’t deserve [the compensation]” (R9). R6 hypothesized that this
obligation may be “disproportionate to folks with disabilities'' because of the income inequality and unemployment
in those populations.
Participant’s View of Self. According to the researchers, the participants’ comfort levels depended on how they
viewed themselves and their abilities, especially in relation to the researcher. Some participants withheld their
feedback due to the power dynamic created by the “charity model of disability” (R13), which put the researchers in
the position of “helping” the participants with disabilities. This caused the participants to respond with gratitude
or attempts to not offend the researchers. R27 described the positive feedback they received:
“[There was] that level of encouragement, like, ‘Hey, I think what you’re doing is great. It would be great if you
keep working on this.’ I do think there is this...kind of like positive feedback that...people like to provide [so] that it
leads to...you are working on more and more solutions.” (R27)
Another reason participants held back or downplayed their comments was because they did not feel as qualified as
the tech-savvy, expert researchers. R26 talked about how deferring to the researchers’ expertise could exacerbate
demand characteristics, where the participants responded that a technology is a good idea simply because the
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expert (the researcher) thought it was worth asking about. Particularly for older adults, their “self-efficacy” (R19)
was reflected in their confidence in giving critical feedback, like the increase of impression management found in
older adults [22]. It was not until R19 commented on technologies the older adults do use (i.e., Zoom or Snapchat)
that their confidence in their digital skills increased and they owned their answers as experts of their lived
experience.
Additionally, the researchers reported how participants felt like they needed to prove themselves and their
ability. For example, R24 recalled an instance when students with visual impairment insisted they had used scissors,
even though it became clear later on that they had exaggerated their ability. R4 called this tendency of participants
to focus on the optimistic or positive aspects of what they can do as “performing ability,” or as they described:
“Something I’ve seen participants...do in interviews, as well as observations, is focus on things that they might be
really successful at doing to...show that their disability does not...define who they are and that their life is
not...made up of deficits, which is a common stereotype — that people with disabilities cannot do things and that
their life is less good.” (R4)
R8 related this to a “can do'' attitude, a mentality of not giving up easily because they had already overcome so many
hurdles in the ableist, built world. This persistence was another reason participants continued to use a broken
prototype, because they wanted to overcome the challenge or because they blamed the failure on their ability to
use it rather than on the technology itself. R6 noted that this learned persistence due to structural ableism could
also make acquiescence a reflex for people with cognitive disabilities:
“[For] folks who have a tough time like reading emotion or just kind of processing complex relationship dynamics,
there's sometimes a tendency toward acquiescence...either because they don't necessarily have a total
understanding that we want their honest feedback or that...it's okay to say bad things. There's also kind of the
desire to be...liked. Like there's kind of just a reflex for acceptance after a lifetime of feeling othered.” (R6)
Context of Accessibility Technology. The researchers noticed that some participants gave optimistic or generally
positive responses because they saw potential in what technology could offer. Sometimes, this overt optimism was
because the baseline was so low — any improvement was an upgrade over the frustrating technology they used
daily. For example, R16 shared that even though it only takes 3 seconds for a sighted person to put something in
their “Shopping Cart,” participants with visual impairments responded positively to it taking 2 minutes because
they were used to it taking 5 minutes. Similarly, R10’s participants called the technology “enabling” because it
allowed them to do something they could not even imagine doing before. The “science-fiction” (R21) nature of some
of the proposed technologies, such as self-driving cars, also caused the participants to be excited about how new
technology could solve all their problems. In these cases, they often gave positive responses even if the technologies
proposed and perceived benefits were still decades away.
In contrast, other participants had more measured expectations for what happened to their feedback, causing
them to be more cautious or come prepared with an agenda. This agenda could be from frustrations related to
“accessibility dongles” (R13), or the history of false promises and technology that does not quite meet the needs of
people with disabilities (e.g., sign language gloves or high-tech white canes). Some participants expressed their
frustrations by not answering the researchers’ questions or giving pessimistic feedback. R6 talked about how their
participants were more measured in their responses because they did not trust large companies to have their best
interests in mind:
“With the tech companies...it’s not just wanting to make something new or help…You’re responsible for this stuff
that’s out in the world…I think it’s true for everybody, but I think it’s amplified for folks with disabilities because
they have to often push so hard to get companies to adopt accessible practices when they’re not legally enforced.”
(R6)
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On the other hand, participants would also respond in more generic, off-handish ways because they trusted
themselves more than the technologists. R21 shared how some of their participants who were older were used to
“bootstrapping” technology that did not adapt to their needs. These older participants gave broadly affirmative
answers, regardless of how well the technology worked for them:
"It turns out there's a lot of difference with age among the disability community and because people have different
expectations and different experiences of the world…[The] older generation, maybe they're used to times when
ADA wasn't as stringent and so they're just like bootstrapping something together that gets them to the
supermarket like…oh yeah, I can...jam my wheelchair between these two seats and... that's how I strap in the car.
And the younger generation is more like no, this is wrong, and I want this to be fixed." (R21)
4.1.2

Other Biases

Beyond response bias, the researchers talked about other biases, including which responses they solicited in the
first place (researcher bias) as well as which part of the community was able to respond (sampling bias).
Researcher Bias. The way the researchers viewed and positioned themselves in relation to their participants
influenced their research direction, which in turn, influenced how the questions were asked and how the responses
were interpreted [3,24].
The researchers’ direction was sometimes shaped by assumptions of what participants needed. R27
acknowledged that the technology they were evaluating was often “designed with the intention that people will like
it.” R23 lamented that many participatory design sessions with participants with autism tended to be “token”
because of the small sample-size and surface-level questions. This meant that the “end design of what people are
building or how they're using it doesn't necessarily reflect or seem to me like it was that informed by the input that
they received” (R23). This was especially harmful for participants with disabilities because it led to reinforcement
of structural ableism. R9 talked about the potential impact of researcher bias on accessibility technology:
“There's sort of an unwillingness to engage with the internalized ableism of participants and how they may be
expressing that through their desires.... It’s so complicated...Because [researchers] want a fast answer that is
basically like...absolution that...what they're doing is fine and that they're good people. And it's like, I'm not saying
that you're not good people. I'm saying if you think a little bit more deeply about your research inquiry, you might
come up with different projects and it might be very interesting.” (R9)
Moreover, the preconceived research directions influenced how the researchers asked questions and how the
participants answered. For example, R4 talked about how positioning themselves as someone who knew more than
the participants themselves could affect the participants’ responses:
"I do think that there could be maybe more thought in terms of the way that we frame our research and the things
that we decide to work on, like...whether we're positioning ourselves as saviors who know more than the actual
disabled people themselves... And the way that could relate to response bias is...if a participant thinks that a
researcher has that attitude…maybe that will change the way that they respond. Or... [it could] affect the questions
that are asked, which would then affect their responses.” (R4)
How questions were worded led participants to validate the researchers’ assumption on what the participant
needed. When R21 was trying to optimize the degree of inclination of the on-ramp for a vehicle, they were asking
participants “Do you need a ramp at 9 degrees to enter the vehicle?” and participants were responding yes.
However, when they switched it to “What is the ideal way for you to get into a vehicle?”, participants responded
that they would not prefer a ramp at all, rather, a chair lift.
Finally, the researchers’ assumptions of the participants’ abilities affected the interpretation of participants’
responses and behaviors. For example, R9 talked about how another researcher assumed a child with autism was
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not complying because they did not have any interactions recorded by the audio transcript. However, the child was
interacting with the therapist nonverbally. That researcher’s assumptions on communication and ability inhibited
them from seeing a key interaction in the video recording. R15 shared another example where assumptions of the
participants’ ability resulted in a misinterpretation that blamed the neurodivergent participant rather than the
system:
"One of the headsets died [and] ran out of battery. And so [the participant] was not teleporting with the group like
we were expecting. And we read it as he can't keep up. That's how we interpreted it and it turned out his system
was dead. And we didn't know it until like three minutes in. And so here we made this assumption… [and w]e were
attributing the miscommunication to him, rather than to the system. And that led us to... build functionality that
makes this stuff clear...So I think it was a really powerful lesson of like [how] we attributed that problem to [the
participant] and how we need to do way better.” (R15)
Sampling Bias. Sampling bias refers to who is participating in the study due to “decisions by analysts or data
processors” or “self-selection by the individuals or data units being investigated” [23,29,66]. The researchers we
interviewed were concerned with both sides of the equation for sampling bias: which participants researchers were
looking for and which participants were able to and interested in attending.
The researchers noted that the “ability to respond” (R6) is especially important for participants with disabilities
not only due to concerns about resources, time, and awareness, but also whether the recruitment or study
methodology itself was accessible to them. For instance, to recruit diverse participants within the deaf and hard of
hearing community, R7 adjusted their recruitment method to ensure it was accessible:
“We had to do an amendment to our IRB...to say there's structural barriers to doing things like this… [We had to]
think about how we are going to do the recruiting message [and]…. hire a third party ASL interpreting
service…[to] video record our recruitment message so that we’re sending the signal right off the bat that we're
actually going to be accessible to people.” (R7)
The language the researchers used to reach out to participants, especially related to disability identity, was another
aspect that determined the types of participants who came to the studies. For example, the researchers postulated
that participants who were recruited for their disability identity have a level of confidence with that identity and
are more likely to be involved in disability activism. This effect was even stronger if the researchers themselves had
a reputation for doing work in disability or their own networks already had disability awareness. For example, R9
had to investigate more obscure corners of the Internet to try to find participants who “aren’t already on the
disability pride train.” R4 explained this phenomenon and how language helped with recruiting diversely:
“I want to do a better job recruiting people that are not who aren't like disabled activists...You know my samples
tend to be white and cisgender...I'm trying to do better about being more holistic and recruiting people with the
diversity of identities and then also people who don't necessarily use the language that I use.” (R4)
This perception of their own disability identity affected participants’ responses. For instance, R5 recounted how a
participant who led disability justice work in their high school was quicker to start prototyping in the design process
because they were “positive about the creative process around [their] disability” (R5).
Another example of sampling bias was the tech-savviness of participants. The researchers explained that
participants who self-selected into studies tended to be tech-savvy. While some of the researchers intentionally
sought out tech-savvy participants because their feedback was more detailed, more actionable, and “less sugarcoated” (R22), others worried that it skewed results to be overly optimistic about the technology or led to
technology design that did not address the needs of less tech-savvy participants. R16 explained the importance of
making sure to consider this wide range of technical abilities among the participants:
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“Somebody who's highly technical gets the job done because they really know their screen reader inside out and
the shortcuts… We [still] have to look at providing another layer of interaction here for the people who don't
necessarily know the screen reader as well as the person with the in-depth technical knowledge." (R16)
Lastly, some of the researchers noted how there is diversity even within disability identities, which made it difficult
to recruit a potential user of a prototype. For example, R2 explains that “low vision is a vaguely defined term,” so the
prototype may not be designed for someone with very low vision, while also not being helpful for someone who is
“too capable to evaluate the prototype.”
4.2 Addressing Response Bias
The researchers discussed whether to simply acknowledge response bias (considerations for accepting it) or to
further understand and mitigate response bias (strategies for addressing it).
4.2.1

Considerations for Accepting Response Bias

Some of the researchers accepted response bias because they perceived it as an inherent reality of conducting
research with human participants. One attitude was that “everything is biased...because it goes through a human”
(R15). Others echoed this sentiment and added that they “embrace[d] our humanity and biases” (R7), taking on a
more cultural anthropologist perspective in exploring biases instead of immediately eliminating them. Similarly,
some of the researchers acknowledged the influence of innate personalities or disability identities, such as the
“dichotomy between the participants with Down Syndrome who were more likely to please [the] investigator and
participants with autism who are honest and say I don't want to use that at all” (R1). The researchers found it difficult
to address these inherent differences and the resulting biased responses.
The researchers also expressed difficulty in identifying response bias and to what degree it is present. During our
interview, they provided disclaimers when recalling instances of response bias, emphasizing that this was their
interpretation of what happened. Some of the researchers expressed concerns with identifying instances of
response bias. R18 explained that they take responses at face value because it’s their “job to believe what
participants are saying.” Moreover, R19 was concerned that identifying response bias implied that the researchers
knew better than the participants, which could reinforce power differentials and structural oppression:
“It can be hard to say like... this is response bias because that's basically...enacting a form of epistemic violence or
injustice, where you're saying that, oh, this person doesn't know what they're talking about. I hesitate to… [say]
that one case was definitely response bias." (R19)
On the other hand, some of the researchers accepted response bias because they already did their best to mitigate
it. R3 admitted that they were not worried about biases because “when you design your study, you've already tried
your best to remove all the potential possibilities to generate biases and those left are people's personalities.” R6
expressed that “there’s not a clear path to not having [response] bias without very systemic change in how everything
works,” so they focused less on addressing response bias and more on figuring out how much it interfered with the
validity and generalizability of their findings.
Lastly, some of the researchers did not address response bias because of the tradeoffs in the “publish or perish”
(R16) environment in academia and the fast-paced nature of industry. R15 lamented that “the pressure on me to get
a good response is tremendous and it just trickles down to the participants.” R2 felt that in industry, there was more
response bias because the teams wanted to confirm planned features to ship the product fast. R6 shared their
industry and academia experiences given the limited participant pool and few dedicated resources in accessibility
research:
“When I was in graduate school and [doing] academic research there, a lot of the constraints are around like time
and resourcing...If you think you’re experiencing response bias...you’re going to lean really heavily toward keeping
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the data because you are so risk averse of throwing away any data no matter how biased it might be, just as a
virtue of necessity. And then in industry...you might have more resources to spend on...options to try to reduce
bias...but you have to convince someone that it’s a good use of resources.” (R6)
4.2.2

Strategies for Addressing Response Bias

Others emphasized the importance of addressing response bias because it may lead to inaccurate responses. R24
extended this interpretation saying studies influenced by response bias are “not valid because the people are trying
to appease the intention of the study, as opposed to speaking their truth or sharing their understanding.” Some of the
researchers called out how these biased responses may lead to wasted effort and time. R16 reflected on a previous
study where they received positive results due to participants being nice, later realizing that the technology wasn’t
actually helpful. If they had considered response bias, they would “have abandoned [the study] about six to eight
months earlier” (R16).
Preventing. The researchers talked about the importance of working with the disability community to address
some of the potential sources of response bias in the planning stages. The researchers found that working with the
disability community helped them build rapport with their participants. For example, R7 shared disability culture
knowledge to reassure participants they are not “judging them and assessing them as a ‘sightie.’” R17 shared their
previous research experiences to demonstrate an ability to relate to the participants’ stories “not in an embodied
sense, but the fact that I might have heard some of those stories previously.” Others encouraged rapport by working
with specific partners in the community. For example, R20 worked with research assistants who could speak ASL
to account for cultural aspects of the D/deaf community. R1 worked with collaborators from their partner school
since the participants were already familiar with them. While having these collaborators gave expertise, R1
cautioned that having them in the room influenced whether the participant experienced observer effects or if their
responses were lost in translation.
Moreover, the researchers also worked with the community to identify methodologies that fit the needs of their
participants. R13 modified an activity after learning on Twitter that brainstorming could be overwhelming for those
with high anxiety and R9 used online surveys to both reduce the observer effect and allow participants to have
more time to respond, extending the kariotic space [66]. The researchers also conducted piloting or “peer testing”
(R18) to catch issues with the study protocol. One potential issue as R16 mentioned is not accounting for the
cognitive overload of blind participants keeping track of survey options in their head. The pilots and check-ins with
the community also curbed issues related to communication. R25 pointed out that the direct translation in ASL of
“What do you think about the technology?” would be a leading question: “Do you like the technology?”. Even having
an interpreter allowed the researcher to be “flexible with a communication modality,” so the participant could
communicate effectively (R9). Others adapted existing practices like Q-methodology or rapid-fire yes or no
questions to elicit more structured feedback. Others used “plain language” (R13) in the consent form to ensure
participants with disabilities understood they are not expected to complete the study. And some highlighted that
“we [(researchers)] are not testing you [(participants)] ...we’re working as a collaborative unit” (R16) to give
participants confidence in their opinions.
While these relationships with the community were essential to the researchers reducing response bias, the
researchers felt it was important to ensure the relationship is reciprocal. R7 engaged the concept of
“interdependence” from disability studies [30] to talk about the importance of reciprocity:
“As researchers, we can kind of go into a community and really extract, take out all this knowledge and take their
time and okay, we’ll throw a little gift card at you. And then, sometimes, we don’t actually end up building robust
technology that is based on the...valuable insight they give us. And what’s the community left with...There’s actually
an argument for it being the more ethical thing to do to [and] actually bring your full person into those
conversations and... give back in multiple ways.” (R7)
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Reacting. The researchers talked about the importance of being critical of the overly positive responses from
participants. R26 suggested asking follow-up questions that are concrete because “at the abstract level, lots of things
seem...sensible.” R8 recounted how earlier in their research career, participants older than them gave overly positive
responses to encourage them and through follow-up questions, they realized that “I think this could be really great
for some people” did not mean that the participants themselves would use it. To catch similar contradictions, others
suggested asking the question again in a different way or actively soliciting negative feedback.
The researchers also discussed being critical about ways the charity model of disability [27] could influence their
mindset and research approach. To counter this influence, R19 emphasized starting each study with a clean slate
and “not com[ing] in with the preconceived notion of... what needs to be created or designed.” R11 and R1 noted the
importance of this in the disability space to get a grasp of the participants’ strong individual needs. During the study,
some of the researchers were open to potential off-topic responses that may result from participants’ pre-existing
agendas and frustrations with existing technology, building trust with the participants. R21 talked about a time
where a participant wanted to talk at length about privacy, even though that was not the intended topic of
discussion. R21 wanted to respect the participant’s responses because:
“There aren’t many people in my position with...a really key line into development [that participants with
disabilities can come in contact with] …. So, I have to be like okay this person really has a point to...get across.
And...they feel that stronger than any of the questions that I’m asking, and that’s...perfectly valid.” (R21)
Keeping an open mind about feedback also helped some of the researchers think about their own bias. R13 reflected
on their own research direction when they received feedback from participants who were frustrated about
accessibility technology beyond the study saying, “people have tried this, and it never gets anywhere” or accused
them of “scoping too small of trying to fix this small problem rather than addressing a systemic issue.”
The researchers felt it was difficult but also crucial to reflect and identify biases that may have occurred. For
example, R22 used visualizations to identify outliers in self-reported quantitative measures, such as task
satisfaction, usability score, and confidence. R12 and R9 video recorded sessions with participants and watched
them later to check all the ways (e.g., facial expressions, body language) participants might be communicating. R14
conducted follow-up interviews in ASL to ensure that the survey responses in English matched participants’
responses in ASL. Others did “member-checking” (R18) or even “co-research” (R24) to ensure proper interpretation
of the participants’ responses.
One key way the researchers addressed and reacted to response bias was contextualizing the bias, especially
when there is a small sample size. R8 suggested identifying how susceptible a participant is to response bias through
objective measures designed for participants with disabilities (e.g., self-efficacy), extending on the MMPI [25].
Others like R24 tried to understand the sociocultural factors that may have influenced participants’ responses, tying
in concepts like activity theory and actor-network theory. Several of the researchers also reflected in the reporting
stage on how their background and positionality could impact interpretation of participants' responses. Some of
them included a stance statement, indicating “this is how I’m interpreting my data; and here’s who I am,” so that other
researchers can “read between the lines and...make their own interpretations'' (R15). In industry, the researchers
educated their co-workers about potential response bias and over-generalization of claims made from the data. For
instance, R11 warned product teams saying “80% of blind people prefer this type of technology” for a 10-person
study could be misleading given the denominator.
Table 3: Summary of Findings: Factors That Bias Responses in Accessibility Research
Factors

Manifestations

Mitigations

ResearcherParticipant
Dynamics

● Shared experiences with disability (through
identity or knowledge)
● Prior relationships with the researcher or
study

● Developing reciprocal relationships to both
learn/give to the community (disability
culture knowledge, accessibility etiquette)
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● Feelings of coercion during the study (how
they were recruited, obligation to complete
the study, incentives)

● Working with community partners and being
careful of who is in the room
● Making sure the research methods are
accessible (cognitive overload)

Participant’s View
of Self

● Whether the participant feels that the
researcher is the expert or in a helping role
(self-efficacy, charity model of disability)
● Participants’ desire to prove themselves or
their ability (performing ability, “can-do”
attitude)

● Framing the study to encourage collaboration
or focus on what the participant is bringing
(pointing out participants’ expertise)
● Including flexible/multiple communication
modalities (ASL interpreter,
verbal/nonverbal)
● Being clear participants can leave whenever
they need to (plain language consent)

Context of
Accessibility
Technology

● Whether participants feel optimistic about
how the technology could improve or what it
could achieve
● Whether participants are frustrated with how
accessibility technology has not met their
needs (accessibility/disability dongles)

● Setting expectations of what might happen to
the feedback
● Being open to what agendas or frustrations
participants might want to bring
● Asking follow-up questions for more concrete
feedback
● Being clear when presenting takeaways to
stakeholders

Researcher Bias

● The researchers’ view of the participants and
their role affected research direction (charity
model of disability)
● How researchers asked questions and how
participants answered
● Assumptions of participants’ abilities affected
interpretation of responses/behaviors

● Piloting questions/design before conducting
the study
● Going in with a clean slate to understand the
participant’s experiences
● Member-checking interpretations of results
or co-research
● Sharing a stance statement

Sampling Bias

● Accessibility of recruitment methods (ability
to respond)
● Language researchers used regarding
participants’ disability identity
● Range in tech-savviness/disability identity

● Carefully defining inclusion criteria
● Thinking intentionally about language used in
study notices and which communities can
access them

5 DISCUSSION
While the accessibility field is increasingly bringing in more people with disabilities to evaluate new designs and
interventions, there is a need to question how their voices are being represented or distorted in the research.
Response bias is one way in which voices can be distorted, because of study design and participant-researcher
dynamics. We connected the conversation about response bias [10,18,52] to research in accessibility through the
unique power dynamics between researchers and participants [11,66] and research settings that require adapted
methods for recruiting participants and running studies [25,64]. Through interviews with 27 researchers about
how response bias manifested and how they mitigated it, we shed light on the duality of response bias as a factor
that may skew participant’s answers further from the truth and a possible method to invalidate or silence the
participant’s voice. We also discuss response bias more comprehensively with researcher bias and sampling bias.
Therefore, our study makes the following contributions:
●

Observations and practices specifically from accessibility technology, building upon existing work
on the types of response bias and how they are handled to see how characteristics specific to accessibility
research (i.e., accessibility history, societal ableism) may amplify or change response bias.
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●

●

Interactions of response bias with other biases, extending the conversation about response bias
beyond “classic” factors that directly impacted participants’ responses, including how sampling bias might
change the set of responses that is considered or how researcher bias could change how responses are
solicited or interpreted.
Perceptions and tensions around response bias, highlighting how accessibility researchers from
different disciplines think about response bias and the tradeoffs of accepting or addressing it.

5.1 Tradeoffs and Tensions
In this paper, we present knowledge that would otherwise be shared informally or siloed in different fields. While
the researchers we interviewed expressed interest in learning more, many were not sure where to start, saying they
wished there were scorecards or checklists that aggregated best practices. Some felt lucky to have worked with and
learned from scholars with disabilities, but with the growing popularity of accessibility research [44], it is neither
scalable nor fair to put the labor of distributing knowledge on scholars with disabilities [68]. The researchers talked
about how their backgrounds influenced their exposure to understanding and addressing response bias, varying
across methodologies, settings, and disciplines (see Table 2). Some researchers, including R15 and R23, talked
about how they were trying to bridge the gap between the methodology and purposes of study in different
disciplines and approaches.
These varied perspectives from disciplines and settings raised philosophical and practical concerns of whether
to accept or address response bias [24,42] — some of the researchers tried to eliminate all possible biases to get
the objective truth while others were open to new directions the bias may point to. There is also the tension of
labelling a participant’s response as biased and leading to epistemic injustice or violence through erasure of their
lived experience [68]. Our findings demonstrate the importance of intentionally thinking about response bias early
in the research process because of the researchers’ degrees of freedom in considering whether response bias is
present and how they would like to address it, if at all.
How the researchers approached response bias depended on the context and tradeoffs around each individual
project. These included external pressures to publish or perform as well as resource constraints in time or money,
especially for projects in specialized fields like accessibility technology. Given these tradeoffs, it is especially
important to consider factors related to response bias in accessibility technology, including but not limited to
participant-researcher relationships based on the researcher’s and participants’ perceptions of their own and each
other’s identity (i.e., the charity model of disability and structural ableism, length and depth of relationships with
the community [2,11,66]) and the specific methodological considerations for the field (i.e., smaller sample size due
to difficulty in recruiting, adjusted means of asking questions and communicating [56,64]).
5.2 Guidelines
The implications of response bias are magnified within accessibility, adding to existing technologies that are either
unwanted or unhelpful and perpetuating ableist thoughts. We present guidelines in hopes of critically evaluating
research and considering response bias holistically and intentionally.
Research Question. Some research questions may inherently allow more room for bias than others. For example,
the sensitivity of the topic could result in evasive or misleading answers. In accessibility research, this includes
questions about participants’ abilities, which could be influenced by their own perception of their disability identity
or whether they feel they need to perform their ability. Another consideration is whether questions are abstract
(i.e., “Will the participants use the technology?”) or more concrete (i.e., “How do the participants use the
technology?”). Abstract questions could result in participants answering based on their current information, which
may contradict with their future actions [10,34]. In addition, the research question could be impacted by the
researchers’ view on the charity model of accessibility, which in turn impacted participants’ answers [29]. To
reduce that effect, the researchers could “interview” themselves [15] to consider their own positionality and
standpoint [4,63].
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Methods. Different methods also have varying inclinations towards response bias. Even quantitative
measurements could be influenced by researcher bias, both in terms of which metrics are selected and how those
metrics are interpreted, especially given a small sample size. Some methods raised in our findings include framing,
environment, relationships, and question-framing. For framing, the way the study is presented can take into account
power dynamics, the context of accessibility technology, and the charity model of disability (e.g., sending the
consent form ahead of time using plain language, setting expectations on whether the technology is exploratory,
encouraging participants to recognize their expertise in their lived experience) [66]. Creating a respectful
environment, especially around accessibility etiquette, is important for more comfortable participant-researcher
dynamics (e.g., asking someone with visual impairment if or how they wish to be guided, considering accessibility
of the study space and providing relevant instructions) [11]. This etiquette could be learned through relationships
with the disability community reciprocally, from short-term rapport through solidarity to longer-term engagement
with specific participants (e.g., member-checking findings, communicating findings back to the community) [2].
Finally, connections with the community also shape how the participant can communicate (e.g., considering
cognitive load of questions, providing flexible means of communication like an ASL interpreter) [64].
Analysis. Even if the researchers aim to have a perfectly rigorous study, there may still be response bias. Therefore,
it is important to look at whether response bias has manifested during the study, especially given the diversity of
individual experiences of participants with disabilities. Some ways in which response bias may manifest include
where participants may contradict themselves (e.g., when the participant says the technology is great for someone
else but not for themselves) [34]; when the participants answers in the abstract rather than the concrete (e.g., when
participants say they like a technology without articulating why); how extreme the participants’ responding might
be (e.g., when a participant seems to be extremely positive and encouraging) [26]; who else is in the room (e.g.,
whether a superior from the organization or parent was in the room and how that may have influenced the
responses); and which means of communication are being considered from the data (e.g., considering both audio
and visual outputs). Moreover, there are external and structural factors that could influence the participants’
responses, such as the context of accessibility technology or structural ableism. It is important to both analyze
results given these considerations as well as report the context and possible response biases that may occur.
5.3 Limitations and Future Work
We hope this paper is a starting point for further research on response bias in accessibility. In this study, we were
limited to the researcher’s self-reported experiences with response bias. Future work should contextualize these
findings by incorporating participants’ experiences in these studies and quantitatively experimenting on specific
instances or strategies for response bias. For example, a follow-up experiment could measure to what extent does
shared identity such as disability between the researcher and participant affect response bias. We also see value in
continuing the conversation in more interactive ways like compiling collaborative resources for the researchers
working with participants with disabilities in a living document, like the one on COVID-safe research practices [43].
These conversations about response bias also raise a broader discussion around participant engagement in
accessibility research. Response bias is only one of many factors that influences whether participants are
meaningfully engaged in the research process [11,66]. The researchers discussed how labelling and mitigating
response bias raised ethical considerations (e.g., epistemic violence or injustice, reciprocal relationships over
longer-term studies) and made them re-evaluate their own standpoints.
Another area of discussion is the uniqueness of accessibility research and the applicability of the findings to other
fields. Many instances of response bias and the mitigation strategies that the researchers used could broadly apply
to human-computer interaction research, including practices like asking follow-up questions, getting clear consent,
or using multiple methods to triangulate. It would be beneficial to further understand the manifestations and
mitigations of response bias that are documented in our study and how it may differ across other marginalized
populations [18,62].
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6 CONCLUSION
Our research aimed to understand how accessibility technology researchers experienced response bias, how it
manifested in their research, and how they mitigated it. Through interviews with 27 researchers, we elicited specific
examples of response bias in accessibility research influenced by participant-researcher dynamics, the participants’
view of self, and the broader context of accessibility technology. We found that response bias interacted with other
biases or limitations to influence responses, expanding the discussion beyond the “classic” definitions of response
bias from literature. Moreover, we uncovered the researchers’ considerations of whether to accept or address it.
We share these stories of the researchers’ own experiences and reflection on biases with the intention of starting a
conversation. Contributing to what we hope will be a continued conversation on response bias, we present
guidelines on how to think about response bias in accessibility research. Future exploration could unpack more
specific dynamics between different manifestations and mitigations of response bias and considerations that could
be interesting for HCI researchers working with other marginalized populations.
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